Celebrate International Archives day with Lithuanian state Archives on June 9th
Lithuanian State Central Archives and Lithuanian State Archives of Literature and Art invite everyone
to join Lithuanian archivist picnic at 11:30 am on the lawn near Lithuanian State Central Archives (O.
Milašius st. 21, Vilnius). Together we celebrate International Archives day with slogan “Archives,
Citizenship and Interculturalism”. We also invite you to visit exhibitions “Lithuanian aviation during
inter-war period” and “Greetings to the Lithuanian President Antanas Smetona for 60th anniversary”.
Exhibition “Lithuanian aviation during inter-war period” will be opened on June 9th in Lithuanian
Technical library (St. Ignotas str. 6, Vilnius). Exhibition "Greetings to the Lithuanian President Antanas
Smetona for 60th anniversary” will be opened on 9 June. (Friday), in the Lithuanian Central State
Archive, reading room of written documents (O. Milašius st. 21, Vilnius).
Lithuanian special archives to commemorate International Archives day offers to visit former KGB
palace and Archives repositories. Tours conducted from 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm. Please register in
advance by tel. no. (+370 5) 264 9024 or e-mail lya@archyvai.lt
Lithuanian state modern archives invite you to discussion with essay contest “How I imagine old age
(me 70 years old)” participants. Also, everyone can visit exhibition dedicated to Children day “Your
childish mottled world” in Archives.
Vilnius Regional State Archives offers excursions in the archive repositories, during which participants
will know more about archivist profession and get access to the most interesting and visually
appealing files or individual documents. We are waiting for you in Vilnius, O Milašius st. 23 and
Utena, J. Basanavičius st. 114 (3rd floor).
Kaunas Regional State Archives invites to visit exhibition “On the way to healthy society. Health issues
in temporary capital” in Archives’ and discussion with Kaunas city doctor’s society in Archives
exhibition hall. Archive also invites to excursions in archival repositories and other departments.
Excursions start at 11 am and 16 pm. If a group of participants would like to have excursion in
different time, please call (+370 37) 20 76 96
Kaunas Regional State Archives Marijampolė branch offers to visit exhibition “Plans and Maps of
Sudovia” and Archives repositories.
Klaipėda regional State Archive invites everyone to excursion “Archive in the bank. Why not?”.
Exhibition “Samogitia in historical European maps” will be available to visit all day long.
Šiauliai Regional State Archives invites everyone to tour-lecture about Archives and documents
preserved in it at 11 am and 14 pm.
Šiauliai Regional State Archives Panevėžys branch organizes excursion in Archives at 10 am.

